Monday, February 10:  
*Theoretical Chemistry Seminar: Francesco Paesani*  
Ryan Hall 4003  
4:00 – 5:00pm

Tuesday, February 11:  
*Faculty Lunch Seminar: Mark Ratner*  
Tech K140  
12:00-1:00pm  
*Third Year Organic Seminar: Anastasia Scangas (Silverman Group)*  
Ryan Hall 4003  
11:00am – 12:00pm  
*Physical Seminar: Clotilde Lethiec*  
Ryan Hall 4003  
2:00 – 3:00pm

Wednesday, February 12:  
*Physical Seminar: Prashant Kamat*  
Ryan Hall 4003  
4:00 – 5:00pm

---

For full schedule, including Center events, please see the Department Calendar:  
[http://www.chemistry.northwestern.edu/events/calendar.html](http://www.chemistry.northwestern.edu/events/calendar.html)

**BIP**  
Meets every Friday at 3:00pm in Tech K140

**Arrivals**

Tracy Lohr joined the Marks group

**Opportunities**

**Immediate Postdoctoral Research Fellow position opening in Chen Group:** Conducts basic research on structural dynamics of photoactive systems (transition metal complexes, conducting polymers and hybrid systems) in solar energy conversion. This work will involve using linear and nonlinear ultrafast laser spectroscopies to obtain structural and dynamic information. Please contact Prof. Lin Chen for more details, phone: 847-491-3479, e-mail: l-chen@northwestern.edu.

**Department of Chemistry at University of Wisconsin-Platteville** is seeking to fill a tenure-track position to commence in August 2014. (http://www.uwplatt.edu/chemep/cherl) A Ph.D. in inorganic chemistry is required and at least one year of teaching experience is strongly preferred. Candidates must be committed to excellence in undergraduate teaching, research, and university service.

The chemistry department is home to 140 majors, 18 faculty and staff, and is professionally accredited by the American Chemical Society. Students can choose from a range of emphases, including criminalistics, broadfield science, biochemistry, and pre-pharmacy studies. The program emphasizes small classes, faculty instruction in both lectures and labs, and hands-on learning from freshman-level general chemistry all the way
through to senior-level independent research. Our ACS-approved department is well equipped with the usual instrumentation (GC-MS, Flame AAS, 300 MHz NMR, FT-IR, UV-VIS, HPLC, low temperature freezer, ion chromatograph, ICP, and potentiostats).

Teaching responsibilities would include teaching general and inorganic chemistry (both lecture and labs), mentoring undergraduate research, and contributing to the department in other areas, such as curriculum development, service, outreach, technical support, etc.

Interested candidates should visit the link and submit application materials online http://www.uwplatt.edu/pers/faculty.htm. Application materials include a cover letter addressing all qualifications; curriculum vitae; statement of teaching philosophy; a separate statement describing a history of working with or demonstrated commitment to addressing issues of race, gender, sexual orientation, disability, and/or other issues of historic marginalization; and three letters of recommendation. The review process will begin on February 21, 2014 and applications will be reviewed until the position is filled. Questions may be directed to Dr. Joseph Wu at wut@uwplatt.edu.

The University of Wisconsin-Platteville is committed to recruiting, supporting and fostering a diverse, inclusive and civil community of outstanding faculty, staff and students, and is an AA/EEO Employer. The names of nominees and applicants who have not requested in writing that their identities be kept confidential, and of all finalists, will be released upon request. A criminal background check is required for employment.

**Department of Chemistry in the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts at the University of Michigan**

seeks applicants with a Ph.D. for a full time Lecturer III position to begin September 1, 2014. This is a non-tenure track position with a university year appointment. Terms and conditions of employment for this Lecturer III position are subject to the provisions of a Collective Bargaining Agreement between the University of Michigan and the Lecturers’ Employee Organization. Selected candidate will be responsible for teaching lower level undergraduate courses as well as one or more service level activities. For a detailed description of the position please see Job Opening ID 91626 at http://umjobs.org/

The qualified candidate must hold a Ph.D. in Chemistry, Biochemistry, or a closely related field, ideally in one of the sub-disciplines noted above. It is desirable that the lecturers in Chemistry be able to teach in a number of different introductory-level courses, including lab and lecture that cover basic subject matter in the areas of General Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, and Physical Chemistry. Qualified candidates should be fluent in the area of expertise. Excellence in teaching and instructional service will be the principal criteria used to select the successful candidate.

Send letter of application, curriculum vitae, a statement of teaching philosophy and experience, evidence of teaching excellence, as a single .pdf document shoetree@umich.edu. Additionally, have three (3) letters of reference in support of your application sent electronically to Annette Herbert at shoetree@umich.edu.

Application deadline is February 15, 2014.

The University of Michigan conducts background checks on all job candidates upon acceptance of a contingent offer and may use a third party administrator to conduct background checks. Background checks will be performed in compliance with the Fair Credit Reporting Act.

The University of Michigan is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

**Department of Chemistry at the University California, Davis** invites applications for a Lecturer with Potential for Security of Employment (PSOE) (which parallels the position of an assistant professor on track for tenure) or Lecturer with Security of Employment (SOE) (which closely parallels a tenured professorial appointment). The primary focus of this position is coordination and academic integration of the courses and laboratories within the undergraduate curriculum in chemistry, with a preference for the first year chemistry sequence.
PSOE candidates should possess a Ph.D. in chemistry or equivalent field, a proven record of excellence in teaching, and the intent to pursue creative activities.

SOE candidates should possess a Ph.D. in chemistry or equivalent field, an extensive proven record of excellence in teaching, and documented creative activities.

All candidates should possess innovative ideas for instructional initiatives and familiarity with existing learning assessment methodologies and pedagogies. As a member of the Academic Senate, the successful candidate will be a primary resource for undergraduate curriculum development and will participate in university and departmental committees as needed for effective teaching and safety enforcement. The successful candidate will collaborate with faculty conducting chemical education research, provide coordination for evidence-based teaching methods and be a resource for innovative teaching practices.

The deadline for full consideration is February 21, 2014, although completed applications will be accepted until the position is filled. Applications should be submitted here: https://recruit.ucdavis.edu/apply/JPF00212. The University of California is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer.

The Leiden Institute of Chemistry (LIC), Theoretical Chemistry group, is recruiting for a:
Tenure Track Position in Theoretical Chemistry

Duties and responsibilities

Theoretical reaction dynamics and electronic structure theory form a broad area of intense, competitive research activities and rapid scientific developments. Electronic structure theory has developed to the extent that very accurate potential energy surfaces can be computed for systems of small molecules interacting with one another, while accurate results can also be obtained for, for instance, reactions of molecules with metal surfaces. Developments in the methodology of quantum dynamics and ab initio molecular dynamics are rapidly pushing up the size of systems for which accurate reaction probabilities or rates can be obtained. A topic of intense research at the cross roads of these methods is to what extent reactions of molecules with metal surfaces are affected by electronically non-adiabatic effects. Another topic of intense research is the energetics and dynamics of surface electrochemical reactions and the extent to which they are affected by the solvent.

The selected candidate will perform research on one of the above two topics, or on a related topic. Additionally, the selected candidate will contribute to the teaching programme of the LIC, and will actively raise funds for his or her own research.

Requirements

This position is open to energetic scientists who have shown their talent and scientific potential, ‘out-of-the-box’ thinkers with a clear view on a challenging research program.

- You have a Ph.D. degree in chemistry or physics and several years of experience at the postdoctoral level.
- In parallel with your research, you are expected to be successful in raising research funds, teaching undergraduate (and graduate) chemistry courses, and to provide an administrative contribution.
- We are particularly interested in candidates with research interests in:
  - Energetics and dynamics of reactions at the liquid-solid interface;
  - Electronically non-adiabatic dynamics in reactions at surfaces.

Candidates with research interests in other fast developing areas are also encouraged to apply.

What we offer

Our tenure track program provides a well-supported career path aimed at growth towards a full professor appointment for successful academics. The track consists of a temporary appointment for a period of six years maximum with a detailed agreement about tenure track conditions such as how to meet research and educational targets, awarded research facilities, evaluation moments etc. and is expected to lead to a promotion to a position as an associate professor.

A promotion to a position as full professor can be expected within the next 3 to 5 years.
The gross monthly salary at assistant professor level is between € 3,259 and € 5,070, depending on your level of experience. An appointment with Leiden University includes a pension build-up and other benefits; these include an annual holiday premium of 8% and an end-of-year premium of 8.3%. Candidates from outside the Netherlands may be eligible for a substantial tax break.

More information
For more information on this position, please contact: Prof. G.J. Kroes (g.j.kroes@chem.leidenuniv.nl, phone +31-71-5274396 or the Scientific Director of the LIC: Prof. J. Brouwer (brouwer@chem.leidenuniv.nl, phone +31-71-5274755
General information about the research at the Chemistry Department at Leiden University can be found at www.chem.leidenuniv.nl/licmain/Engels/Onderzoek/Frameset.htm.
More information on working at the University can be found on: www.personeel.leidenuniv.nl/ (Dutch site only)

How to apply
Written applications using the vacancy number and including a brief description of a research plan, a full vitae, a list of publications, as well as the names and addresses of at least four persons that can be contacted for references (who have agreed to be contacted), should be submitted (preferably by email) before 1 March 2014 to:
Leiden University
Faculty of Science / LIC
Attn. Prof. G.J. Kroes: g.j.kroes@chem.leidenuniv.nl
Gorlaeus Laboratories
P.O. Box 9502
2300 RA Leiden
The Netherlands

NSF REU site for Polymer Science and Polymer Engineering at The University of Akron is currently accepting applications for the summer of 2014. This year’s stipend amount is $7,000 and the deadline for applications is February 14, 2014. The attached brochure is primarily for undergraduate students who are currently sophomores or juniors, although we have had a few freshmen. The application and more information can be found on our website: http://www.uakron.edu/cpspe/academics/reu-summer-internships.dot. If you have any questions please contact me at 330-972-7667, or by email at polymerreu@uakron.edu.

Reaxys PhD Prize 2014
The Reaxys PhD Prize is awarded for original and innovative research in organic, organometallic and inorganic chemistry, which demonstrates excellence in methodology and approach by a candidate currently studying for a PhD or having completed a PhD after January 1, 2013. Each year submissions are reviewed by leading experts in their fields to select 45 finalists. From these, 3 winners are then chosen to receive the main prize.

- $2000 prize money for each of the 3 Prize Winners
- Invitation to the 2014 Reaxys Inspiring Chemistry Conference for the Winners and Finalists (includes free registration, 4* hotel accommodation and travel bursaries)
- Membership of the prestigious Reaxys Prize Club for winners and finalists only

Now in its 5th year, the Reaxys PhD Prize has already become the world's most important prize for Chemistry PhD Students. To-date, over 1700 applications have been received from well over 400 universities from across the globe.

SUBMISSIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED FROM DECEMBER 16, 2013 UNTIL FEBRUARY 14, 2014
The review and decision process is managed by six coordinators:

Prof. A. G. M. Barrett, Imperial College London
Prof M. Jansen, Max Planck Institute for Solid State Research
Prof E. Nakamura, University of Tokyo
Prof G. Parkin, Columbia University
Prof B. M. Trost, Stanford University
Prof H. N. C. Wong, Chinese University of Hong Kong

Requirements, details and submission form are available on: Inspiringchemistry.reaxys.com/phdprize
facebook.com/ReaxysInspiringChemistry

**National Institute of Standards and Technology** We are seeking post-doctoral researchers to study electronic structure and ultrafast interfacial dynamics at organic heterojunctions. One focus is the use of time-resolved two-photon photoelectron spectroscopy (TR-2PPE) to follow exciton and charge dynamics at the donor-acceptor interfaces. In conjunction with this effort we also apply scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy (STM, STS) to measure interfacial molecular structure, nanoscale phase separation, and local electronic structure. We are also interested in new methods to follow charge transfer and photovoltage at interfaces with nanosecond to picosecond resolution. Finally, we also have interests in the application and further development of THz measurement techniques. Experience with ultrafast laser systems, UHV techniques, photoelectron spectroscopy, and/or STM is desirable but not a requisite. We welcome inquiries from applicants with interests in any of these areas. Positions will be funded through the National Research Council postdoctoral program. For further information contact: Dr. Steven Robey Steven.robey@nist.gov or Dr. Edwin Heilweil Edwin.heilweil@nist.gov

**The National Research Council of the National Academies** sponsors a number of awards for graduate, postdoctoral and senior researchers at participating federal laboratories and affiliated institutions. These awards include generous stipends ranging from $42,000 - $80,000 per year for recent Ph.D. recipients, and higher for additional experience. Graduate entry level stipends begin at $30,000. These awards provide the opportunity for recipients to do independent research in some of the best-equipped and staffed laboratories in the U.S. Research opportunities are open to U.S. citizens, permanent residents, and for some of the laboratories, foreign nationals.

Detailed program information, including online applications, instructions on how to apply and a list of participating laboratories, is available on the NRC Research Associateship Programs Website (see link above).

Questions should be directed to the NRC at 202-334-2760 (phone) or rap@nas.edu.

There are four annual review cycles.

Review Cycle: **February**, Opens December 1; Closes February 1
Review Cycle: **May**, Opens March 1; Closes May 1
Review Cycle: **August**, Opens June 1; Closes August 1
Review Cycle: **November**, Opens September 1; Closes November 1

Applicants should contact prospective Adviser(s) at the lab(s) prior to the application deadline to discuss their research interests and funding opportunities. More detailed information and an online application can be found at www.nationalacademies.org/rap.